Workflow and BPM software for simple solutions and enterprise efficiency.

K2 blackpearl gives you visual tools to automate simple business processes, like document approval, employee onboarding or inventory control. And it allows you to pull together multiple processes into a single, sophisticated system that can streamline your entire organization.

The end result is increased efficiency, greater visibility and reduced IT costs.

FOR MICROSOFT OFFICE AND .NET USERS

Work better. Solve problems.
K2 BLACKPEARL

K2 blackpearl is our best, most feature-rich software for building workflows and process-driven applications.

For those working in a Microsoft .NET environment, K2 blackpearl is the most complete workflow and business process management (BPM) platform on the market. It is well known for its solutions on SharePoint, but K2 blackpearl’s capabilities extend to virtually any line-of-business system.

K2 blackpearl removes the complexity of traditional software development and provides visual, easy-to-use tools that speed solution building and allow collaboration from a wide range of users with varying technical skills. It’s easy to create processes and applications with K2 blackpearl’s three design environments, wizards, Inline Functions and other graphical tools; in many cases, no coding is required.

K2 blackpearl eliminates redundancies and lets you assemble new solutions from information that already exists and code that has already been written. Then, when the business needs shift, modifying your processes and applications is a cinch.

Everything is visual. Everything is declarative. Everything is reusable.

K2 BLACKPEARL SIMPLIFIES SOLUTION BUILDING.

> The K2 Designer for SharePoint is for organizations that want to create document-centric and list-based workflow applications from the familiar browser-based SharePoint environment. (fig. a)
> K2 Studio is an Office-like designer for no-code solutions that span InfoPath forms, server farms, line-of-business systems and organizations. (fig. b)
Prebuilt wizards and templates generate fast solutions. (fig. d)

The K2 Designer for Visual Studio offers the full set of productivity tools in Visual Studio. Users can access Windows Workflow Foundation schedules and .NET code behind the various K2 workflow artifacts, providing an extra level of control and extensibility capabilities often required for sophisticated enterprise requirements. (fig. c)

K2 Inline Functions allow users to build complex logic and calculations with simple drag-and-drop tools. Use Inline Functions to route task items, manipulate line-of-business information and appropriately display workflow and line-of-business information in forms and reports. (fig. e)

Because the actual definitions behind an application are not tied to the canvas or features that created it, multiple users in the organization can work together on the same process, using the tools they are most comfortable with.

USE WHAT YOU ALREADY HAVE TO BUILD WORKFLOWS AND APPLICATIONS.

- Virtually anything (processes, forms, reports, etc.) can be saved in libraries and reused.
- Leverage existing Microsoft investments, like SharePoint, Forms Server and BizTalk.
- Use existing information and existing systems through wizard-driven, third-party integration and an extensible framework.
The K2 platform is for delivering process-driven applications that improve business efficiency. Visual tools make it easy for anyone to assemble reusable objects into applications that use workflow and line-of-business information. K2-based solutions are deployed by a growing number of the global Fortune 100. K2 is a division of SourceCode Technology Holdings, Inc. based in Redmond, Washington, and has offices all over the world.

GET THE INFORMATION YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT.

The K2 View Flow gives users a graphical, real-time view into the status of any step in the process. For every action taken along the path of the workflow, audit information is available so users know what decisions were made and who made them. (fig. f)

The K2 Process Portal is a SharePoint site that provides a one-stop location for access to information and management of processes. Reports included on the site provide deep visibility into process performance and can help uncover bottlenecks and inefficiencies. (fig. g)

Build reports quickly through intuitive, wizard-driven, browser-based report designers.
Pull together all information, including data stored within line-of-business systems.
SQL Reporting Services-based reports allow for integration with third-party reporting engines.
Keep informed in real-time by registering business events and desired outcomes.

K2 can help you automate and streamline virtually any business process that involves people or information.

Common K2-based solutions:

- **DOCUMENT ROUTING, TRACKING AND APPROVAL**
  - Leave requests
  - Expense reports
  - Contract management

- **FORMS-BASED COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES**
  - Procurement
  - SharePoint site provisioning
  - Project management

- **ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT**
  - HR policy management
  - Internet site content publishing and updating
  - Content rating

- **BUSINESS-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS**
  - Claims handling
  - Call center and help desk
  - Customer onboarding

Process-driven applications – fast.

[ CONTACT US AT WWW.K2.COM ]